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How did white evangelicals, a group that had once rallied national support for the federal minimum wage and
progressive child labor laws, vote overwhelmingly for Donald Trump in 2016? In The End of Empathy, John
W. Compton presents a nuanced portrait of the changing values of evangelical voters over the last century. To
explain the rise of white Protestant social concern in the latter part of the nineteenth century and its sudden
demise at the end of the twentieth, Compton argues that religious conviction, by itself, is rarely sufficient to
motivate empathetic political behavior. When believers do act empatheticallychampioning reforms that
transfer resources or political influence to less privileged groups within society, for exampleit is typically

because strong religious institutions have compelled them to do so.

The End of Empathy. Even for a community that had been tracking further and further right for decades this
support seemed decidedly out of. Invisibilia is a show that runs on empathy.
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Empathy The key to end of life care. The End of Empathy. The Empathy of Haruki Murakami Japans most
famous writer looks at the COVID19 crisis from the viewpoint of ordinary people Janu Janu Michael
Washburn 0 Comments Haruki Murakami Ozamu Dazi Yasunari Kawabata Yukio Mishima . Empathic

outcomes such as affective resonance need not be the product of an explicit goal to empathize oftentimes.
Nurses are a crucial part of the health care team who is required to ensure the. All Works Cleonique Hilsaca.
The End of Empathy Why White Protestants Stopped Loving their Neighbors Oxford University Press. Posted

by 1 year ago. The End of Empathy Why White Protestants Stopped Loving their Neighbors Oxford
University Press 2020 suggests that religion might have played a much smaller role in the divisions that mark
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American culture than many commentators have supposed.
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